
William (Wilhelmus) Koenig, born in Lvov, now Lviv in Ukraine, on July 31, 1922, talking about his 
father Isaac Koenig who did transportation work for a tannery; his mother, whose maiden name was 
Weichbrot, dying when WK was 14; leaving home and working as a butcher at the age of 14; being the 
oldest of four; his father obtaining Christian birth certificates for his sisters and them surviving the war; 
his father and brother being shot by Ukrainians in Lvov; being sent to Janowska concentration camp; 
making concrete sewers; explaining that Ukrainians did most of the guard work; describing how escape 
was deterred because for each escapee 10 prisoners would be shot; being covered with blood when 
three prisoners had escaped and 30 prisoners were shot at the morning line up; being used for target 
practice; being shot twice in the leg during his escape with nine other prisoners, all others being shot 
dead; hiding in the Lvov ghetto; escaping by freight train; hiding on farms and in forests; being caught 
by partisans who wanted a "pure Poland" and found Jews inferior, and forced to participate in a big 
weapons heist; being saved by a Polish farmer; being captured and taken to the Gestapo; being saved 
and cured by a Jewish doctor, Ornstein, who was protected by a Gestapo officer, Wegner; staying in a 
ghetto; spending months digging huge ditches in the forest; realizing they were massgraves; being 
forced to shovel dirt over corpses and witnessing the massacre of 3000 Jewish children, women and 
men; trying to save a man who was still alive in the pile of bodies, but failing and seeing a German 
behead him with a shovel; escaping, hiding in ghetto basements; being caught and sent to Szebnie labor 
camp; a German camp officer choosing him as a helper and translater, and reflecting over the kindness 
and utter cruelty of the man; going to Mielec forced labor camp, working in airplane factory; being 
extremely lucky so many times, like when he was put in the same train wagon as all the bread for all 
the prisonors; being transported to Wieliczka salt mine; talking about being claustrophobic and working 
in a mine; arriving in Flossenburg, Germany, seeing the crematoriums, and to Leitmeritz camp; forming 
a friendship with a Ukrainian, non-Jewish, kapo from the Soviet army, who separated him from the 
Jews, having him pass for a Russian soldier; working with German miners and forming friendships 
with them; building factories underground, being trusted to carry dynamite; Germans taking all other 
Jews away three days before the liberation by the Soviet army and wanting to join them, but his 
Ukrainian protector forcing him to stay; being part of impromptu trials against Nazis, organized by the 
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